**Casting On- Mr Roberelli**  

**Verses**

1. A\[2\] A\[2\] F\[2\] E\[7\]  
2. A\[2\] A\[2\] F\[2\] E\[7\]  
3. D\[7\] F\[7\] E\[7\] E\[7\]
4. A\[2\] A\[2\] D\[7\] Chorus  
5. D\[7\]

Is it a scarf or is it half of a sweater? From...

Is it a hat or is it the start of a blanket?

what I've heard it could be a third of a poncho.

Maybe a ball, or even a shawl for a baby?

Theres...

Theres...

no excuse now not to be knitting, cause you can do it standing, you can do it...

sitting...

sitting.........................take out your needles,

we're casting

1. A\[2\] F\[#m\] B\[7\] B\[7\]  
2. 1, 2, 3-4-5 once I caught a fish alive

you can do it Mary, you can do it John

You can do it Mary, you can do it...

Theres...

Theres...

no excuse now not to be knitting, cause you can do it standing, you can do it...

sitting.................................take out your needles,

we're casting

1. A\[2\] F\[#m\] B\[7\] B\[7\]  
2. 1, 2, 3-4-5 once I caught a fish alive

you can do it Mary, you can do it Mary, you can do it Mary you can do it John